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      [bookmark: _GoBack]'This is a timely book that effectively challenges the current emphasis on a homogeneous approach to teaching, learning, and assessment in early literacy. It encourages us to engage with the real world complexity of young children’s learning and offers a series of rich and detailed examples of this in practice.'




  
          Sally Neaum




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an ideal book for both trainees and current teachers, and for those studying for PGCE, B.Eds, Masters or advanced teaching assistant training courses, because it demonstrates how to scaffold children's literacy using a creative approach. 




  
          Martine Horvath




              


    
      



 


 
      We have decided to adopt another book that focuses on multimodal visual literacies




  
          Mr Chris Ives




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is a real gem! It introduces the reader to the basic concepts of multimodality and multiliteracy. It is very important to have titles like this for early years education! Thanks so much authors for doing such a brilliant work and sharing your knowledge with us!




  
          Dr Evgenia Theodotou




              


    
      



 


 
      The book provides useful information on linking theory to practice, a key aspect for undergraduate students.




  
          Mrs Abigail Carolyn Gosling




              


    
      



 


 
      Helpful extension to course content. Great for signposting further issues to consider.




  
          Dr Phil Kirkman




              


    
      



 


 
      This book will be good to support students needing extra reading around children's mark making and emergent writing.  I particularly like the pictorial examples throughout the book - bringing some reality to the theory




  
          Mrs Tanya Richardson




              


    
      



 


 
      very good book for the Primary Education module.




  
          Miss Annette Trilk




              


    
      



 


 
      Very useful addition to my reading list.




  
          Mrs Jan Gourd




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent read to understand young children's literacy using a creative and guided group teaching approach. It offers some rich examples from practice for teachers.




  
          Mrs Jeenal Desai




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is  helpful in exploring  and challenging the orthodoxy of current approaches to learning and teaching early literacy and the implications for young children and educators.



  
          Dr Estelle Martin
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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